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Helmholtz Data Science Incubator 
 Helmholtz Artificial Intelligence Cooperation Unit – HAICU 
 Helmholtz Federated IT Services – HIFIS 
 Helmholtz Information & Data Science Academy – HIDA 
 Helmholtz Imaging Platform – HIP 
 Helmholtz Metadata Centre (HMC) 
Approach 
Platform for overarching services to support research 
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Helmholtz Software Services 
 Task: Establish & Support a professional Software Development 
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 Task: Establish & Support a professional Software Development 
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• SW Communities for 
    Scientific Domains 
• SW Communities for 
    Organizations 
• Communities for SW 
    Technologies 
• Development & Test 
    Infrastructures 
• Repositories 
• Publication Services 
• Issue Tracking  
• Project Management 
• Introductory courses 
• Basic courses 
• Hackathons 
• Guidelines, Handout 
• MOOCS 
• SW-Architecture 
• Usability 
• Licensing  
• SW Engineering 
• Code Review 
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